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THE SEARCH FOR EXOTIC NUCLEI AND THE NEW HEAVY ION MACHINES
Claude DETRAZ
GANIL, B .P . 5027, 14021 CAEN Cedex
France
Abstract : The possibilities opened by the new heavy-ion accelerators, with energies up to 100 MeV per nucleon, for the study of nuclei far from stability,
are discussed .

1 . Introduction
The limits of our knowledge of nuclei keep extending further and further
away from stability . This moving frontier is getting closer to the proton and
neutron drip lines . The challenge is to extend the domain of observed isotopes
and to collect quantitative information on their properties . An overview of the
field is provided by the proceedings of the last of the periodical conferences on
nuclei far from the valley of R stability') .
This paper only deals with .the following limited question . Does the availability of new heavy ion accelerators provide new ways to extend the domain of
observed nuclei . The new accelerators of interest are those which bring an
increase of energy above the classical Tandem or cyclotron range, i .e . which
reach 10 to 100 MeV for nucleon, such as GANIL, SARA, the MSU cryogenic cyclotrons, the RIKEN and Catania projects, etc . . .
In the energy range considered, two important methods used so far to produce
exotic nuclei are going to be of lesser importance because their cross sections
decrease rapidly with increasing heavy ion energy . The first one uses deep ine
lastic reactions, which allowed a remarkable breakthrough in the sixties with the
pioneering work of Volkov 2 ) and has been extensively used since then, as exemplified at the Helsingor conference') . The second one is compound nucleus formation,
.especially useful to produce neutron deficient nuclei, since it best operates at
an energy close to the Coulomb barrier, as shown by the recent discovery of
elements 107 and 1093 ) .
But other processes deserve special attention : two-body reactions and
fragmentation processes .
2 . Study of exotic nuclei by two-body reactions
The observation of a A+B-C+D ground state to ground state reaction through
the measurement of the energy of the C or D nucleus at a given angle provides
knowledge of the reaction Q-value . If three of the four nuclear masses are
known the fourth one is readily deduced . This method also allows for the observation of excited states of the C and D nuclei .
These reactions induced by light ions such as 3 He were extensively used in
(3 He, 'He)
the sixties to measure the mass of neutron deficient isotopes by e .g .
these
exotic
transfers
reactions") . A systematics of reaction cross sections for
was reasonably established') .The occurrence of heavy ion beams extended the
possibilities of this method tsee ref l for typical examples) in the seventies .
For instance, two-proton transfer reactions have proved remarkably fruitful 6-7 ) .
Improvements in the detection techniques and beam performances have allowed the
measurement of cross sections down to very small limits corresponding to a few events
per day . It seems unlikely that at Tandem energies this method could bring many,
more results . Thus the question arises whether the increase in projectile energies
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.Y d by the new accelerators might induce a significant increase in cross sec-

r exotic transfer reactions . The answer cannot come from systematics
ause of the observed large dispersion between do/do values of apparently
.lar reactions .
A general argument can be made which suggests that an optimum incident enerists for exotic reactions with large negative Q-values .
At l
energies, say 50 to 100 MeV for C or 0 beams, the cross sections are
Gr~d by severe mismatch effects . This can be argued in two ways : either by
r3 + that large Q-values correspond to large kinetic energy changes between the
tial and final channels which can be matched only by large angular momentum
sfers, a condition hardly compatible with most ground state transitions ; or
evoking the Q-window open by matching the Coulomb trajectories in the initial
fi l channels, which is not usually that far from 0 MeV to encompass the
-- ply negative Q-values of the exotic transfer reactions cf interest .
Further, there are some experimental indications that an increase in energy
I8C) ,
eves the cross section . Such is the case for the ( 18 0, '-'C), (180 ,
'
311-12
1
",respective=
reactions where factors around 109'11,
and 10 13
are gained when the incident energy rises from around 95 MeV to 110 MeV .
the other hand, at very high energies, the relative velocity of the two
racting nuclei is so high that it strongly hinders the smooth velocity:ched transfer of noicleons from orbits in one nucleus onto orbits in the other .
Thus one might expect
intermediate energies, at some tens of MeV per
to correspond to an optimum cross section .
A quantitative guide line to tackle that problem can be found
in the semiassical descriptions of heavy ion discussion . In particular F . Naulin" )applies
kin ,a tidal matching conditions derived by D .M . Brink") . These require the
nervation in a one-step transfer of . the transferred nucleon wave number along
am axis, Lk = 0, and of the total angular momentum, AL = 0 . Actually quantal
effects make for less stringent conditions, ak and AL being only smaller than
reference values Ak fl and AL,, linked to uncertainties on the transfer location and
binding energy, respectively 15 ) . (It is extended by Naulin to multi-nucleon
transfer and two-step reactions such as e .g . - 2 n+p transfers) . A hindrance
ry - ?ter which can reflect the degree of mismatch in a one-step direct reaction
lifer is thus defined as
H = dk/ak o + AL/AL . .
should then observe an anti correlation between H and the reaction cross
typically measured at forward angles . From a compilation s ") of published
ss sections for two, three and four nucleon transfer the points of fig .1 are
i
. They roughly exhibit the anti correlation, at least within one order of
e, as expected since no provision is made for nuclear structure effects .
variation of H can thus be used to predict gross variations of the cross secith ener y . As an example, the variation of H is shown in fig .2 for the
,")1? reaction which
had already been used 16) to measure the mass of 19N .
t
possible channels for the ( 18 0, 19 N) reaction, namely - p + 2 n or 2 n - p,
n into account . The results shown in fig .2 indicate that a broad minimum
ppaears at some 15 or 20 MeV per nucleon for the laboratory incident enerYet the reduction in H, still important in the upper range of Tandem eneris
aerate afterwards .
Fr
this result and similar ones") it seems fair to conclude that only
ate g-ns are to be expected for exotic two-body reactions between Tandem
-r ies at . `he energy range opened by the new accelerators at a few tens of MeV
~ 1eon .
This conclusion should be qualified by one word of caution . The exotic
s of interest exhaust in general less than one part in a million of the
1 cross section . Thus they are so marginal that dynamical treatments such as
s) used above
which intend to describe the first order behaviour of the
fight be irrelevant .
m
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Fig . 1 A compilation, taken from F . Naulin 14 ), of the experimental cross section
for two (+), three (o) and four (e) nucleon transfers versus the hindrance factor
H determined from semi-classical matching conditions as discussed in the text . The
line is an empirical fit to the rough anti correlation observed, the insert
shows the deviation of the experiment cross section (Q) to the one (a .) corresponding to the linear fit .
Fig . 2 Variation of H, the hindrance factor discussed in the text, with the inci180(180,19N)17F
dent energy for the
reaction for two possible reaction mechanism
(taken from F . Naulin 14 ) .
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3 . Fragmentation processes
The new heavy ion accelerators allow one to deposit important enerqies inside the

target nucleus . That such a process, when induced by proton, or also d, ~H, a, or
particles, leads to large fragmentation cross section is well documented") .

The yield of a given (N,Z) fragment is roughly isotropic and it smoothly varies
with the mass of the target nucleus, the Z and N values of the fragment . The fragnt energy exponentially decreases above the Coulomb barrier. The most striking
feature of the cross section is its steep increase with incident energy up to 1 or
2 GeV where a plateau is reached . Similar behaviour now appears to be true also
for heavy ion bombardment") . Therefore the new heavy ion accelerators provide
new ways to deposit the few GeV's necessary for fragmentation of heavy targets to
occur with large cross sections .
The heavy ion facilities will not be as effective as high energy proton accelerators as far as yields are concerned because of thinner targets and frequently
1¬ r beam intensities . However they will imply easier shielding .
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isotopes

analysed by on-line mass spectroscopy when produced

by high-energy proton bombardment on Iridium (taken from ref") .

The effectiveness of high energy fragmentation is abundantly illustrated in

particular by work performed at URN at both the proton synchrotron by the Orsay

group (Fig .3), and the Isolde facility (see ref') . It is the feeling of this
author that the fruitfulness of this process is still far from having been exhausted in the study of exotic nuclei . The possibilities are still so numerous for
significant advances away from stability that strong programs at the new heavy-ion
chines can very successfully develop .
At GA TL, a He jet system will be used for this purpose and an on-line mass
s
t
te . 's being installed by the group from Laboratoire Rend Bernas in Orsay
to study neutron rich nuclei with the same method . Ion source developments are
expected to allow the study of halogen, Indium and Gallium isotopes 20 ) .
Tpe,process of projectile fragmentation, as opposed to the target fragmentation described above . was identified and used to observe new neutron-rich isotopes
at heavy ion incident energies well above 100 MeV/uma 21 ) . It is well described
in t, participant-spectator model . In particular the width of the fragment mass
distribution can be accounted for by the Fermi motion (see e .g . ref22 ) . From
recent compilations it seems that such a clearcut description is not valid if the
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Fig. 4 The magnetic analysis of ions provided by the LISE beam lire at GANIL
(taken from ref2 ) .
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incident energy does not reach 100 MeV per nucleon' 9 ) . Yet already with 45 Mef
per nucleon Argon beams, a large part of the cross section goes into a process
where fragments somewhat lighter than the projectile are emitted in the forward
direction with velocities close to the one of the beam23 } . Even if the width of
the mass distribution does not follow the simple rule observed at higher energy,
such a process is rather similar to projectile fragmentation . In any case it provides a very abundant source of nuclei moving within a rather narrow window in
angle and velocity . Since the GANIL intensities are several orders of magnitude
larger than those of higher energy heavy ion accelerators, a major breakthrough
in extending the field of known isotopes towards the neutron drip line becomes
possible") .

Fig . 5 A map of light isotopes indicating the new
isotopes which could be reached
by projectile fragmentation with the LISE facility at GANIL
. Thick lines mark
the predicted limit of stability of the isotopes for
proton or neutron emission,
thin lines the limits of known nucleides, open circles those
recently discovered
by projectile fragmentation at the Bevalac2 ),fä11 circles those
studied with the
Orsay on-line mass spectrometer") . The discontinuous line, taken from
ref2 ',
shows the anticipated cross section at GANIL energies for projectile
fragmentation
of 56 Ni or 86 Kr .
A foci : -1 v is under completion at GANIL, to be available by the
end of 1983,
which will allow the separation and identification of exotic nuclei produced by
fragmentation . It is named LISE(Ligne d'Ions Super Epluch6s,or super stripped ion
1 i ne) and was original l y designed to provide H-l i ke or HP-l i
ke heavy atoms for atomic
studies such as beam foil spectroscopy . However it is also
an excellent tool for
the separation of rare reaction products 24) . It consists
of two magnetic analyzers (fig . 4) . The first one separates the reaction products
according to their
magnetic rigidity . For fragmentation products, most
of which have
the
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beam velocity, the B
value is proportional to A/Z . The second dipole corrects
for the dispersion of th
first one . The system is then achromatic . In the simplest experiments the t- "_oured parameters of the ion will be its magnetic rigiditime of flight,
ty with a poi, tocin-se si
e detector after the first dipole,
its energy Io t- -'
energy . An unambiguous identification in Z and A will
result . The s * *_^,:-tics
projectile fragmentation cross section lead to the
predictions
for neutron-rich and neutron-deficient isotopes in the
sd shelI
intensities of the new GANIL beam should allow around
one e Y'
, jr per nb cross section, many new isotopes should be identified .
m A ues similar to the one used at the Bevalac to measure the 22 Al
u,
1
ill allow the study of the radioactive decay of the identified
i
.. ; that indeed the study of exotic nuclei has found a powerful new
s
th the occurrence of high energy heavy ion beams with intensities around
particles/s . The ingenuity of physicists will be challenged by the need not
only O
observing many new isotopes but also collecting quantitative spectroscopic infor -tion about them .
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